Institute of Industrial Science (IIS), the University of Tokyo is one of the largest university-attached research institutes in Japan and consists of about 110 research laboratories directed by each faculty member. At IIS, more than 1,000 members including approximately 300 staff and 700 students are actively participating in education and research covering almost all the areas of engineering disciplines from micro and nano scales such as quantum levels to large scales such as the global level and space.

- Faculty Members of Department of Information and Communication Engineering

  **Prof. Kaoru Sezaki**
  Multimedia communication systems

  **Prof. Kanta Matsuura**
  Information security

  **Assoc. Prof. Shunsuke Kamijo**
  Applied multimedia information processing

  **Assoc. Prof. Naoki Yoshinaga**
  Adaptive natural language processing

  **Assoc. Prof. Yusuke Sugano**
  Interactive visual intelligence

  **Prof. Yoichi Sato**
  Computer vision

  **Prof. Masashi Toyoda**
  Interactive data analysis

  **Assoc. Prof. Kazuo Goda**
  Data platform engineering

  **Assoc. Prof. Shinya Sugiura**
  Wireless communication network

Nearby stations to Komaba II Research Campus

- Higashi Kitazawa Station (Odakyu Line, 7 min walk)
- Yoyogi Uehara Station (Chiyoda Line & Odakyu Line, 12 min walk)
- Komaba Todai Mae Station (Keio Inogashira Line, 10 min walk)
- Ikenoue Station (Keio Inogashira Line, 10 min walk)